6/18/2019

NZWH October

NZ Women in Hospitality Network
Share. Educate. Inspire

October event is coming up next week.

8 October 6:30pm
https://mailchi.mp/5afdbf60e2aa/nzwh-october
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Lindsay and the team at

Come along over to Hataitai

Bambuchi are already

for a little out of town

organizing some wines and

discussion about

food for us for the October

definitions of success,

event. Thanks team.

sustainability, mentorship

Join the event [here]

program and confidence
building.

Catch up with

other members and build
your support network.

Speakers for the evening
Vicky Hu from House of dumplings
Lauren Tennet from Trade school kitchen
Katie Smith from Ritual Tea

Well done to the
ladies/owners that
were nominated
Outstanding Maitre d of the
year, Chelsea Godinet
Outstanding Chef of the year,
Kelda Hains
Emerging Front of house
Georgia Mackenzie
Emerging Chef
Zoe Lloyd
Establishment of the year
Rita, Frenchie
Outstanding Ambience & Design
of the Year
Rita
Outstanding Sales Rep of the
Year
Rachel Watson, Red + White
Cellar
Stephanie Reade, Mineral Wines
Final votes here Get them in
before Sunday 14 October

Femmes & Food
Collab Dinner
Excited to announce our
first dinner. With the aim
https://mailchi.mp/5afdbf60e2aa/nzwh-october
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of mentoring women and
highlighting the hidden
female producers we are
hosting this dinner on 22
October at Hillside kitchen
& Cellar at 6:30. 5 course
tasting menu with snacks
and beverages included for
$120pp [Tickets on sale
now]
If all goes well interested
in doing more in the
future, so get in touch.

Have an idea, comment, or suggestion, don't hesitate to send it along. This is a member's driven group
and so we are looking to build it to what the community feels it needs. Want to help? Great, we
definitely need it. Let us know what you can offer.
Thanks see you at the next event.

You are receiving this email because you have attended one of our events in the past or signed up to our
directory.
Our mailing address is:
nikita.kuschke@gmail.com
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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